Kangaroo Point - Postmodernist Blues
(19)
I used the tool from thecrag.com to make the schematics, if you’re not familiar with the symbols
just head over there for a definition :) Gynaecology is No28 and PMB is No29.

The original climb

A bit of background (onsight spoiler :p): This is originally a mixed climb with a high first
carrot (Similar to kiwi but landing on rocks not grass), moves between first and second carrots
are quite easy, but it would be a nasty fall (not too unsafe) so you wanna be solid. A crux mantle
move is well protected just past the second carrot and then easy to another ledge. From the
ledge a thin crack can be protected with nut #6ish? or/and small cam #0.3, it’s quite tricky to
place gear if you’re short as the crack starts quite high up, so you’re short you need to get on a
higher ledge to the left and place gear blinded, and come back to lower ledge to look at your
placement. But all in all the gear there is quite good. Once protected, you get up the crack and
there is no gear until further up, the moves are quite sustained, and there is a potential to fall on
the ledge you placed the gear from (unsafe fall). So you would want to be careful and push out

to clear the ledges in case of a fall. Once up there there is another good crack for great gear
before reaching the top. In conclusion: the two cruxes are well protected, but you don’t
wanna fall on most of the rest of the climb, the ledge fall past the crack is the highest risk
(quite sustained moves => likely to fall + potential ledge fall => high consequences).

The climb currently

The carrots have been pulled out in August 2017 for a controversial retrobolt (which never
happened), since then the climb is top-rope only. It’s about time to do something about it… We
top-roped both PMB and Gynaecology to suss out different options between classic re-bolt to
‘safe’ retro-bolt. We came up with quite a few options mainly because we tried to think on all
sides of the spectrum and the plan is to let the FA/community decide. All options include glue-in
bolts and glue-in DBB anchors.

Option 1: Re-bolt

Pros:
●
●
●
●

Ring bolts safer than carrots (original climb)
Would increase the appeal with the addition of DBB
Preserve the ‘KP/FA spirit’ on the climb (Nasty falls)
No controversy, simple rebolt

Cons:
● People would need pretty solid at the grade and even top rope it a few times to dial the
moves to avoid falls on bad spots.

Option 2: Retro-bolt into safe mixed route

Adding a bolt below first one to make it more accessible, and adding a bolt between the two bits
of gear to prevent any ledge fall in case someone doesn’t anticipate the fall or doesn’t fall
properly to clear the ledge. This option would make it an accessible mixed climb (no need to top
rope it first to make sure you won’t fall on lead).
Pros:
●
●
●
Cons:
●
●
●

Keep the climb as mixed style
Safer than just rebolt
More traffic than Option 1
More controversy/debate to be had
Gear in first crack is still pretty fiddly
Still need to be solid between 2nd and 3rd bolt (but easy moves)

Option 3 : Retro-bolt into sport route

This is Option 2 but with an additional bolt to protect the first crack. The part past the 5th bolt
can be climbed easily to anchors without trad gear.
Pros:
●
●
●
Cons:
●
●

No trad gear needed to climb it (not necessarily a pro, trad is fun :D)
Fully safe for anyone climbing at the grade
More traffic that Option 2
Feels silly to put a bolt next to a crack
Much debate would need to happen

Options 4: Retro-bolt into sport route, more separate from
gynaecology

This option gives its own 3rd bolt to gynaecology, making it easier to clip than to reach the
middle between the two climbs when it’s already quite runnout. Doesn’t change much for PMB
because you have to make the move to the ledge to clip anyways, bolt can’t be lowered much
because rock is crap below. We can’t separate the 2nd bolts because it would make them too
far from first bolt and risk ground fall. We haven’t explored separating bolts #1,2,and 3
completely climbing PMB completely to the right from the start (I don’t think it’s how it’s meant to
be climbed that way).
Pros:
● Makes Gynaecology a little bit safer (can clip earlier)
Cons:
● More bolts into the rock

●

●
●

Doesn’t make the two climb fully independent anyways because they share anchors and
#1 and #2

We can deactivate suggestions if things go out of control (100 people making
suggestions) and have it ‘view only’ so people can only comment somewhere else (FB?)
and keep this docco clean.

